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Dear sir - from Mrs m e treacy ,
I am writing in response to the recent correspondence re new schedule for work
hours etc in construction of the Wylfa Newydd - I live on the A5025 in llanfaethlu my house is very close to the main road and there are no plans for new road by me
- just general update - all along this process I have been very concerned to the
substantial increase in traffic - large lorries etc - that will be passing very close to
my home .
I have voiced my concerns about this at various open surgeries held by you but did
not receive any solid information just general guidance - no one seemed to know
the exact plans.
Now from this latest information there is going to be an increase in both volume of
traffic and the length of the working day and week so an increase in traffic noise . I
would like to know if there is any thought for the local population as far as noise
and inconvenience etc is concerned - are there any plans to compensate for the
inconvenience and noise - there was mention one time of maybe enhancing
windows maybe to triple glazing to lessen the traffic noise in my home - any
comment would be welcomed.
There has been a lot of correspondence from you regarding what is wanted from me
- re compulsory purchase of some land but nothing about what impact this will have
on my day to day living .
As I am an old woman - I have lived here all my life - I can’t see the building of this
new power station being of any benefit to me yet I will have to endure the noise
and great inconvenience so anything that could lessen the impact would be very
helpfull.
An answer to this email would be appreciated - thanks
Mrs Margaret eluned treacy - telephone no
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